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Preface 
 
This volume contains the short papers presented at the 14th Nordic Conference on Secure IT 
Systems (NordSec 2009) held in Oslo on 14, 15 & 16 October 2009. The short-paper proceedings 
come in addition to the full-paper proceedings as well as the poster presentations. 
 
Each short paper presented at NordSec 2009 has been reviewed by members of the Program 
Committee to ensure that they have a sufficient level of technical quality. There were 8 short 
papers submitted, of which 6 have been selected for presentation at the conference. 
 
Organising a conference like NordSec requires the combined effort of many people and 
organisations, and we would like to mention the following in particular. We thank the members of 
the Program Committee who volunteered to review the full papers and the short papers. We thank 
the Department of Informatics at the University of Oslo and The Norwegian Computing Centre for 
providing the localities where the conference was organised. We are grateful for the sponsorship 
we have received, where in particular Telenor must be thanked for hosting the reception, and 
where UNIK and the University of Oslo must be thanked for doing the accounting and UNIK must 
be thanked again for providing a financial guarantee. We thank the Master’s students at the 
University of Oslo who assisted before and during the conference. We must also thank the 
Steering Committee of NordSec for trusting us with the organisation of the 2009 NordSec 
Conference in Oslo. 
 
Most of all we would like to thank all the authors and presenters of papers and posters, as well as 
all the invited speakers. They gave the conference its content and they entrusted us to provide a 
worthy venue for presenting their work. The speakers, presenters and delegates brought the 
conference to life through their engagement during and between the sessions and during the social 
events. We encourage all participants to save your best future papers for NordSec and we hope 
that you will return to the conference in the coming years, wherever in the Nordic countries it is 
being organized. It is only through the presentation of high quality research and practical 
experience in the area of IT security that the conference will maintain its strength and contribute to 
advancing the science of information security. 
 
Oslo, October 2009 
 
Audun Jøsang, Svein Knapskog, Torleiv Maseng,         
Dag Haug, Chunming Rong and Josef Noll 
NordSec 2009 Organisers 
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Efficient Collusion Resistant Group Key
Establishment Using Fractional Public Keys

Sigurd Eskeland

University of Agder
Grooseveien 36

N-4876 Grimstad, Norway
sigurd@inbox.com

Abstract. In this paper, we present a highly efficient method for secure
group key computation, where the main novelty is the use of public keys
that are computed on fractional form. The presented scheme is highly
suitable for broadcast encryption, since it requires transmission of zero
key establishment messages, and there is only one computation for each
participant. It is collusion resistant to any number of users.

1 Introduction

The purpose of broadcast encryption schemes is to provide secure computation
of a common group key for an arbitrary set of privileged users, so that only
the privileged users can subsequently decrypt encrypted broadcasts. The group
keys are to be securely established due to zero or more key data broadcasts from
a broadcasting center, without user interaction, while minimizing overhead like
the number of long-term user keys and size of key data transmissions. The pur-
pose could be to enable an arbitrary broadcaster to broadcast secure, encrypted
transmissions to an arbitrary subset of recipients.

An essential security property about broadcast encryption schemes is so-
called k -resilience, indicating the maximum number k of colluding users that
the scheme is secure against, meaning that more than k colluding users are not
prevented from illegitimately obtain group keys of user subsets they are not
members of. Providing a sufficient degree of collusion resistance (or k -resilience)
has been an essential concern while simultaneously attempting to achieve an
acceptable efficiency, which results in varying tradeoffs between the transmission
lengths and the number of keys stored by each user. In the recent years, broadcast
encryption has been found relevant to not only broadcast applications, but also
packaged media content applications. This is because packaged media possesses
the same one-way nature as broadcasting.

Broadcast encryption schemes are centralized in such a way that there is (at
most) one broadcast from a (central) broadcaster and no responses from the
receivers. The group key in broadcast encryption schemes is usually defined as
a function of the user subset composition and by means of the long-term user
keys of each user in the pertaining subset. User responses are not permitted in
broadcast encryption schemes.
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There are mainly two naive approaches to the broadcast encryption problem
which both provides maximum collusion resistance, but suffer from unaccept-
able large overhead: 1) Each user is given his or her own key and the message
is individually encrypted and broadcasted for each intended receiver, which re-
sults in a computational and transmission overhead that is proportional to the
intended receiving users. 2) A unique secret key is generated for each possible
subset T ⊆ U of the user group U , so that every user in U will hold the key for
each possible subset T ⊆ U he is a member of. This would require each user to
store a number of keys that is exponentially increasing according to the group
size |U|, i.e., 2|U|−1. Even for a relatively small group |U| = 100, then each user
would have to store about 100 · 1031 keys which is obviously not possible.

The often cited paper by Fiat et al. [1] was one of the first papers to ad-
dress the broadcast encryption problem. In their paper, the authors proposed
a number of broadcast encryption schemes. Our scheme is partly influenced by
the number theoretical scheme that was first presented in [1]. It is very effi-
cient since there is no transmission overhead other than a possibly broadcast
of user set identification information, and it requires each user including the
broadcaster1 to keep only one private key.

In contrast, most broadcast encryption schemes require each user to hold
a number of keys plus a number of transmissions of multiple encryptions of
the same message are required to be broadcasted. However, it is not collusion
resistant to two or more participants.

In this paper, we introduce a conceptually new method for public key encryp-
tion that has applicability to the multiuser scenario. In contrast to using public
keys computed as exponentiations, we propose a group-oriented key computation
scheme that uses public keys that are computed on a fractional form. It provides
efficient computation of shared group keys on the form K = α

∏
j∈T xj mod n.

Since the value of the group key is based on the long-term public keys of the
participants, no message transmissions are required, and there is only one com-
putation for each participant.

1.1 Related work

Our scheme is partly influenced by the number theoretical scheme proposed in
[1]. It is also influenced by the concept of fractional cryptokeys that is presented
in [3], where a collusion resistant threshold cryptosystem is proposed by using
private user keys (or user shares) that is computed on a fraction form, where
the nominator and denominator are secret polynomials.

Broadcast encryption schemes are in general based on methods very different
from the method in this paper. Since the method of our scheme using fractional
keys is not related to other broadcast encryption schemes, comparison would only
be relevant regarding performance issues, like collusion resistance, and transmis-
sion and computational efficiency. Most broadcast encryption schemes seek to

1 The broadcaster is a group member. A centralized broadcaster must accordingly be
member of any user coalition.
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combine a sufficient level of collusion resistance while simultaneously attempting
to provide an acceptable cost concerning transmission lengths and the number
of keys stored by each user.

Some more recent broadcast encryption schemes that provide a somewhat
improved efficiency are tree-based. Such papers include among others [4–7]. In
their paper, Naor et al. presented the Complete Subtree scheme and the Subset
Difference (SD) schemes [4]. Two variations of the SD scheme are the Strat-
ified Subset Difference scheme of Goodrich et al. [6], and the Layered Subset
Difference scheme of Halevy et al. [5].

The hitherto mentioned schemes are examples of stateless schemes. In state-
less schemes, the user keys are distributed once at the initialization. On the
other hand, stateful schemes require that user keys may be updated according
to changes of user compositions in the group. A problem here is that if a user
misses an update message, he or she will be left out from subsequent partici-
pation. Examples of recognized stateful schemes include the tree-based Logical
Key Hierarchy schemes found in [8, 9]. See also [10, 11] for excellent overviews
over broadcast encryption.

2 A new broadcast scheme using fractional public keys

In this section, we present the new cryptographic scheme for secure group key
computation. The group keys are established as a function of the long-term user
keys of the users of the given user coalition. Each user can therefore compute
group keys offline for any user coalition the given user is a member of, without
transmission of key establishment messages.
Initialization. A Setup Center selects two large secret primes p and q, so that
n = p · q is public, and a public element α of high order in Z

∗
n. The Setup Center

furthermore randomly selects a secret number w ∈ Zφ(n). The Setup Center
randomly generates for each participant Pi ∈ U a secret number xi ∈ Zφ(n),
where φ(n) = (p− 1) · (q− 1). The Setup Center selects for each Pi ∈ U a public
number Ii so that zi = w + Ii is relatively prime to φ(n). The public Ii could for
example represent a meaningful identity of Pi. The Setup Center then computes
the public key

yi =
xi

zi
(mod φ(n))

Let M ≤ |U| denote a maximum size of a user coalition T ⊆ U , where m = M−1.
The Setup Center computes for each participant Pi ∈ U a set of corresponding
private keys

ki,j = W xi
j = αxi·wj

(mod n) (0 ≤ j ≤ m)

where Wj = αwj

(mod n), 1 ≤ j ≤ m, are secret.

Group key computation. At this stage, each participants of any arbitrary
coalition T ⊆ U is going to compute a shared group key. The scheme requires no
initial broadcasts of key establishment data from a broadcast center, since the
group keys are computed solely by means of the long-term user keys that are
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already provided to the users. Consequently, if the scheme is going to be used in
a scenario including a (centralized) broadcast center that has a role of providing
centralized data transmission (in contrast to key establishment transmissions),
the given broadcaster must consequently be a member of T in order to be able
to compute the shared group key.

Let t = |T |. Given a polynomial gi(w) =
∏

j|Pj∈T\{Pi}
(
Ij + w

)
, each partic-

ipant Pi ∈ T computes the corresponding polynomial coefficients ci,j , 0 ≤ j ≤
t−1, so that gi(w) =

∑t−1
j=0 ci,j ·wj . Note that the values of ci,j are independent

of the value of the secret w.
Each Pi ∈ T computes the secret group key KT corresponding to T according

to

KT =
( t−1∏

j=0

k
ci,j

i,j

)ui =
( t−1∏

j=0

αxi·wj ·ci,j
)ui (mod n)

=
(
αxi·

∑ t−1
j=0 wj ·ci,j

)ui (mod n)

=
(
α

xi·
∏

j|Pj∈T\{Pi}(w+Ij))∏
j|Pj∈T\{Pi}

xj
w+Ij (mod n)

= α
xi·

∏
j|Pj∈T\{Pi}(w+Ij)· xj

w+Ij (mod n)

= α
∏

j|Pj∈T xj (mod n)

where
ui =

∏

j|Pj∈T\{Pi}
yj

3 Security analysis

3.1 Security requirements

We assume that there exists a set U of an arbitrary number of users. A group
key KT is computed as a function of the long-term user keys of any user subset
T ⊆ U . It can be assumed an adversary A that is equivalent with a user coalition
A ⊆ U , where A ∩ T = ∅ for any coalition T ⊆ U .

Adversary assumptions. We assume that A may hold the following information:

– The private user keys ki,j = αxi·wj

(mod n) for each Pi ∈ A.
– The group keys KT∗ = α

∏
j|Pj∈T∗ xj (mod n) for any T ∗ ⊆ U , where T ∗ �= T .

– The public user key yi for each Pi ∈ U .

Security requirements. There is no communication required to compute group
keys KT , which are computed as a function of the long-term user keys of the user
coalition T ⊆ U . Data to be communicated confidentially is encrypted by means
of a secure symmetric key cryptographic algorithm using the secret group key
as cryptokey. Assuming that the symmetric key cryptographic algorithm used
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is secure, the security of the scheme is based on the difficulty for an adversary
or coalition of adversaries A ⊆ U , where T ⊆ U and A ∩ T = ∅, to compute
the group key KT . More specifically, it is required that A is prevented from
disclosing the following:

– Security Requirement 1. The secret number w must be prevented from dis-
closure. Disclosure of this would enable violation of SR 2, which would then
enable violation of SR 4 and ultimately SR 5.

– Security Requirement 2. The secret numbers Wj (j ∈ {1, . . . , m}), must be
prevented from disclosure. Disclosure of these would then enable violation
of SR 4 and ultimately SR 5.

– Security Requirement 3. The secret numbers xj (Pj ∈ U) must be prevented
from disclosure. Disclosure of these would then enable violation of SR 5.

– Security Requirement 4. Any long-term private keys ki,j (Pi ∈ U) must be
prevented from disclosure. Disclosure of such keys would consequently enable
violation of SR 5.

– Security Requirement 5. The group key KT for any T ⊆ U must be prevented
from disclosure to any user not in T .

– Security Requirement 6. Coalition resistance. It must be prevented that any
colluding user coalition A ⊆ U may violate any of the security requirements
1-5.

The relevancy of SR 1 and SR 3 is as follows. The public keys are computed
according to yi = xi

w+Ii
(mod φ(n)), which corresponds to the equation

xi = yi · w + yi · Ii

Note that since w or xj are unknown, the equation cannot be solved. However,
disclosure of the secret w or xj for the corresponding public key yj allows the
equation to be solved. If w is disclosed, the value of xj for any public key yj can
easily be disclosed, which would consequently allow computation of any group
key.

The relevancy of SR 2 is that disclosure of Wj , j ∈ {1, . . . , m}, enables
computation of private user keys for any Pi ∈ U by using a public user key
according to

ki,j = (Wj+1 · W Ii
j )yi = (αwj+1 · αwj ·Ii)

xi
w+Ii = αxi·wj

(mod n) (0 ≤ j ≤ m)

We will in the following prove that the scheme is secure in agreement with
the stated requirements.

3.2 Security proof

In this subsection, the security scheme is proved to be secure in agreement with
the security requirements stated in the previous subsection.

Proof of SR 1. Secrecy of w. This number is associated with public and private
keys:
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– Public keys. The public keys are computed according to yi = xi

w+Ii
(mod φ(n))

which corresponds to the equation xi = yi · w + yi · Ii. Since w and xi are
unknown, and xi is unique for each yi, the equation is underdefined and can-
not be solved, thereby effectively preventing deduction of the secret xi and
w. Accordingly, two or more public keys yj for Pj ∈ U , correspond likewise
to an underdefined linear equation system, which hence cannot be solved.

– Private keys. Regarding the private keys ki,j = αxi·wj

(mod n), the secret
w is protected due to the Discrete Logarithm Problem.

Thus, it is prevented that w can be disclosed. The scheme is secure in agreement
with SR 1.

Proof of SR 2. Secrecy of Wj (1 ≤ j ≤ m). These numbers are associated with:

– The secret number w. We have that w is exponent of Wj = αwj

(mod ).
Disclosure of w is prevented according to PSR 1.

– Private keys. Given the private keys ki,j = W xi
j (mod n), computing Wj

would be equivalent to solving the Discrete Logarithm Problem, which is
known to be computationally infeasible.

An adversary Pi ∈ A, holding the private user key ki,0 can by means of the
corresponding public user key compute

W1 = αw = k
y−1

i mod φ(n)
i,0 · α−Ii = α

xi·w+Id
xi · α−Ii (mod n)

Given Wj−1, 1 < j ≤ m, the following computations can be carried recursively
out:

Wj = αwj

= k
y−1

i mod φ(n)
i,j · W−Ii

j−1 = α
xi·wj ·w+Id

xi · α−wj−1·Ii (mod n)

This attack requires computation of inverses modulo φ(n). Since n is a large
composite number, computing φ(n) is equivalent of solving the Factorization
Problem, which is known to be computationally infeasible.

It is thus prevented that Wj (1 ≤ j ≤ m) can be disclosed. The scheme is
secure in agreement with SR 2.

Proof of SR 3. Secrecy of xj (Pj ∈ U). These numbers are associated the with
user keys and group keys:

– Public keys. The public keys are computed according to yi = xi

w+Ii
(mod φ(n))

which corresponds to the equation xi = yi · w + yi · Ii. Since w and xi are
unknown, and xi is unique for each yi, the equation system is underdefined
and cannot be solved, thereby effectively preventing deduction of the secret
xi and w. Accordingly, two or more public keys yj (Pj ∈ U) correspond
likewise to an underdefined linear equation system, which hence cannot be
solved.

– Private keys. Regarding the private keys ki,j = αxi·wj

(mod n), the secret
xi (Pi ∈ U) are protected due to the Discrete Logarithm Problem.
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– Group keys. It is computationally infeasible to obtain the value of xj from a
group key KT = α

∏
j|Pj∈T xj (mod n) due to the Discrete Logarithm Prob-

lem.

Thus, disclosure of xj for any Pj ∈ U is prevented. The scheme is secure in
agreement with SR 3.

Proof of SR 4. Secrecy of private keys. Such keys are computed according
to ki,j = W xi

j = αxi·wj

(mod n) using the secret w, Wj (1 ≤ j ≤ m) and xi

(Pi ∈ U). Disclosure of w is prevented according to PSR 1. Disclosure of Wj

(1 ≤ j ≤ m) is prevented according to PSR 2. Disclosure of xi (Pi ∈ U) is
prevented according to PSR 3.

Thus, disclosure of private keys is prevented, and the scheme is secure in
agreement with SR 4.

Proof of SR 5. Secrecy of group keys. The secrecy of group keys are provided
that SR 1-4 are not violated, which is prevented according to PSR 1-4.

Let us assume that A possesses a group key KT∗ for any T ∗ ⊆ U , T ∗ �= T ,
and a group key KT∗∗ for any T ∗∗ ⊆ U , T ∗∗ �= T , where T = T ∗ ∪ T ∗∗ and
T ∗∩T ∗∗ = ∅. Computing KT given KT∗ and KT∗∗ is hence equivalent to solving
the Diffie-Hellman Problem, which is known to be computationally infeasible.

Similarly as pointed out in PSR 2, disclosure of φ(n) enables computation of

Kw
T∗ = K

y−1
i mod φ(n)

T · K−Ii

T = α
∏

j∈IT
xj ·w+Id

xi · α−∏
j∈IT

xj ·Ii (mod n)

where T ∗ = T\{Pi}. The group key KT∗∗ can hence be computed as KT∗∗ =
(kw

T∗ ·kIj

T∗)yj (mod n), where T ∗∗ = T ∗∪{Pj}. This attack requires computation
of an inverse modulo φ(n). Since n is a large composite number, computing
φ(n) is equivalent of solving the Factorization Problem, which is known to be
computationally infeasible.

Thus, disclosure of group keys is prevented, and the scheme is secure in
agreement with SR 5.

Proof of SR 6. Collusion resistance. Regarding disclosure of numbers, where
the difficulty of achieving this based on a number theoretical problem like the
Factorization Problem or DLP, the number of colluding participants does not
affect the hardness of such problems. This leaves the problem of solving the
linear equation system corresponding to a set of any number of public user keys,
as pointed out in Section 3.1, where the equation xi = yi ·w + yi · Ii corresponds
to the public key yi. Accordingly, since two or more public keys yj for Pj ∈ U
correspond likewise to an underdefined linear equation system, it is not possible
to solve such an equation system.

The scheme is thus collusion resistant to any number of colluding parties,
and hence secure in agreement with SR 6.
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4 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented a highly efficient method for secure group key
computation that is partly influenced by the noted scheme. The main novelty is
the use of public keys that are computed on fractional form. The novel scheme is
highly suitably for broadcast encryption, since it requires transmission of zero key
establishment messages, and there is only one computation for each participant.
It is collusion resistant to any number of users.
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Abstract. This paper presents a formal method for representing and detecting  
inconsistencies of combined secrecy models. The formal approach is based on 
the principle  that  combined  secrecy models  in  mixed mode – two or  more  
secrecy models are put in concert without modifications – can be represented in  
first-order logic and implemented in formal analysis language Alloy for consist-
ency  validation.  The  method's  principles  are  conjectured  to  be  generic  and  
hence can apply to any secrecy model. 

Keywords: Governance, secrecy models, consistency, formal methods,  Alloy.

1   Introduction

Practical necessities may motivate the use of secrecy models in combination [1][2][3], 
and in addition other business  policies may be necessary, in order to implement the 
secrecy goals determined by an enterprise. Well-known secrecy models are Bell-La 
Padula (BLP) and Chinese Wall (CW).  Each model is characterized by a set of funda-
mental properties that represent intrinsic meta-policies. 

Combining multiple secrecy models with business policies in the same network 
may cause inconsistencies. An inconsistency, or logical contradiction, may undermine 
the proper functioning of a real system, creating situations where some user may be 
allowed access to an object according to a policy, and not allowed according to anoth-
er policy. Clearly, it is important that inconsistencies be detected and corrected at the 
design stage of the system. One way to do this is to remove or correct the policies that 
are the source of inconsistency.  

This paper will present a method for detection utilizing a first-order logic repres-
entation of secrecy models and business policies. Our method is based on the prin-
ciple that a secrecy model and business policies can be represented using a relational 
representation. The representation considered secrecy models as a set of group rela-
tions formed over Subjects, Objects, and verbs or access rights.  Once the relational 
presentation is made, an equivalent Alloy presentation can be written and presented to 
a logic analyser. The logic analyzer can detect inconsistencies prior to system deploy-

I  am  indebted  to  my  project  sponsor  and  collaborator  Luigi  Logrippo  for  his  support,  
funding, and numerous revisions of this work. 
This research was funded in part by grants of the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research  
Council of Canada and CA Labs.
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ment. If inconsistencies are detected then a priority scheme may be applied to correct 
conflict.

We  differentiate  between  three  types  of  inconsistencies:  model  inconsistencies, 
which are inconsistencies between secrecy models; system inconsistencies, which are 
inconsistencies between business policies and secrecy models; in addition to user in-

consistencies indicating a conflict between multiple business policies.   A model in-
consistency indicates failure to combine tools or networks.  On the other hand, a sys-
tem or user inconsistency is an indication that some business policies need to be re-
vised.

Combination of models can be done according to one of two modes, that we shall 
call  mixed and hybrid. In a system that adopts mixed-mode secrecy, it is possible to 
implement policies following any parent model. Mixed models  combine the parent 
model’s policies and their properties. Hybrid models, on the other hand, inherit prop-
erties from parent models or may include additional properties not present in parent 
models. Schematizing in simple terms, suppose that a mixed mode secrecy system in-
cludes two parent models with properties P1 and P2. The set of properties of the mixed 
model will be M = P1  P2.  On the other hand, in a hybrid model obtained by com-
bining the same parents, we can only say that the set of properties H obeys the rela-
tion H  (P1  P2 )    meaning that the hybrid model shares some properties with 
parent models, and it may include others.  Mixed models will be the focus of this pa-
per. 

Inconsistency in a mixed model can be a consequence of the fact that that the mod-
els that have been composed are incompatible and hence cannot be mixed. For ex-
ample, consider two multilevel secrecy models. Both models include three levels of 
object and subject classifications and a 'no-read-up' policy, by which a subject cannot 
read an object that has a higher classification. Yet one model has an 'allow-write-
down' policy while the other bans it. 

Section 2 provides the motivation for this work. Section 3 presents the background 
and related work. Section 4 presents basic definitions needed to understand the ap-
proach in the paper.  Section 5 introduces the method for representing secrecy models. 
Section 6 shows the process of formal detection of inconsistencies.  Section 7 con-
cludes the paper and presents future work.  

2   Motivation

The need for understanding the consequences of combined secrecy policies from mul-
tiple domains has been documented in [4][5].  This paper shows through examples the 
ability of formal analysers such as Alloy to model and identify system inconsisten-
cies.    

  Studying combined secrecy models is motivated by the increase in the number of 
security vulnerabilities as a result of the use of multiple security policies [2]. The in-
tegration of secrecy models is a characteristic of two areas:  Operating system/net-
works (OS), and tool integration.  For the first area,  there are several environments 
where the network is restricted to OS applications supporting  multilevel secure sys-

tems such as BLP [8]. Military OS are dominated by the use of BLP for highly secure 
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networks  [8].  Windows  Vista  [2][15]  on  the  other  hand,  allows  several  types  of 
policies including least privilege user based access1, process based levels of security 
'with inheritance', and multi-level security for user interface communication.  Further-
more,  Vista  suggests classification of  'restricted'  processes  and 'un-restricted'  ones. 
Our method can be applied to test the ability of integrating Vista's security model with 
a multilevel security system. Integrating the Plone/Zope2 web content management 
tool with a project management tool such as Clarity© from CA is an industrial ex-
ample of the  trend towards tool integration.   In Plone/Zope there are four compon-
ents  to  an  authorisation :  users/user  groups,  roles  (Manager,  Author),  permissions 
(rwx3), acquisition (containment hierarchy).  Their access model supports delegations 
amongst other mechanisms.  Clarity© on the other hand, has the following compon-
ents: users, roles, organisational structures, financial structures, process structures, in 
addition to user interface access control lists. Clarity supports positive authorizations 
in addition to optional inheritance of rights.  

Although we do not develop these case studies, in principle it would be possible to 
check the ability of these systems to integrate by using our method. Many potential 
conflicts can be detected sooner and at a lower cost than with manual techniques and 
empirical tests.  The need and the scope of the conflicts may not be eliminated, but 
will be reduced. 

3. Background and related work

The  Bell-La  Padula  (BLP)  model  is  a  security  model  that  has  its  origins  in  the 
military, and is based on a system of security classifications and clearances.  These 
represent an object’s sensitivity and the degree of trust placed on a subject. Security 
levels and security clearances are partially ordered.  A user has access to an object if 
his security clearance is higher than the sensitivity level of the object.  

The Chinese Wall (CW)policy was originally aimed at the financial sector where 
consulting companies assign consultants to provide audit and consultation services to 
client companies. Insider information creates conflicts of interest for the consultant if 
she were able to access data of two competing companies. 

 Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) is a secrecy mechanism that associates roles 
with individual users. The essence of RBAC lies in the notion of role as an intermedi-
ary between subjects and objects:  roles are given access rights to objects while sub-
jects are associated with roles. Although strictly RBAC is not a secrecy model in the 
same vein as the previous two, it can be used to enforce secrecy in enterprises.

 The objective of Delegation of Authority is giving control to another subject, , in 
other words a subject can delegate to another subject  her right of access to objects.

We use Alloy-44 for logic analysis.  Alloy consists of a formal language and a re-
lated logic analyzer and therefore implements a formal method, which can be used to 
precisely capture and analyze logical specifications of systems. The Alloy language is 

1 Also called user account protection
2 Used by the ACM portal
3 rwx: read write execute
4 http://alloy.mit.edu   
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a structural modeling language based on first-order logic. Alloy features the ability to 
express  complex  structures  whether  static  or  dynamic.  It  is  declarative  in  nature 
providing full logical ability with conjunction and negation.   Using Alloy, a system 
can be described as a set of constraints.

Integration of models is not a new research topic.  Existing work on combining 
secrecy  models,  concentrated  on  re-implementing  them,  is  presented  in  [14]. 
However, re-implementing or re-writing models is not the same problem as integrat-
ing them. In re-writing, one of the models ceases to exist, whereas in integration both 
models are translated into a common representation.  We propose first order logic for 
the common representation.  

In previous work we[11] and others5 have used formal methods for verification of 
security systems as well as for interaction detection. There are others who are keen on 
developing logic representations of combined access control models [6][7][13]. In the 
security and privacy domain [12] studies a methodology for reasoning and verifying 
policies.  For example in [10], the authors suggest a requirement driven approach to 
the design and verification of web services.  

4   Definitions

Before proceeding we would like to present some important definitions needed to de-
scribe our approach.  

Secrecy meta-policy (MP): We use this term to identify the high-level rules ac-
cording to which access control must be regulated [9].  Examples of  meta-policies 
are:  access to financial information is based on role participation;  there are two 

classifications for data: private and non-private; subjects  who have access to private  

data  cannot  delegate  their  access  to  subjects  who have  access  restricted  to  non-

private data.  
A secrecy model (SM): is a combination of secrecy meta policies.  A secrecy mod-

el can be represented as a set of data types with their relations. Some of these rela-
tions describe policies that are intrinsic to the model, these are the meta-policies of the 
model. For example, a multilevel-secrecy model can have the following classifica-
tions: TopSecret, Secret, Classified and Unclassified. TopSecret is a higher classifica-
tion than Secret, Classified, and Unclassified and so on. Two meta policies are usually 
included in this model: No-read-up and No-write-down.  No-read-up implies that no 
one classified Secret can read TopSecret information.  Examples of secrecy models are 
the well-known ones presented above: BLP, CW, RBAC.

Business Policy (BP): A business policy, in this context, is one that specifies the 
modalities of access of subjects over objects. As mentioned, it explicitly states who 
has access to what and when, and in what order. A business policy can specify for ex-
ample that managers only have read access to their subordinates` human resources 
(HR) files.  More specifically, it can say that Lena has access to HR files.  A business 
policy can also say that employees cannot approve their own time-sheets, rather, these 
are only accessible by their managers. 

5 Http://alloy.mit.edu   
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Relation: A secrecy model is a combination of a set of meta policies, each meta 
policy  suggesting  a  governance  requirement.  Unless  otherwise  specified,  meta 
policies have priority over business policies.  Furthermore, a business policy follows 
the format  specified in the secrecy model to which it  applies.  For example if  the 
secrecy model specifies role based access then business policies could have the form: 
users belong to roles and roles have positive or negative modality of access over ob-
jects. In addition, meta policies change infrequently compared to business policies.  A 
meta policy is usually changed upon the introduction of a new network or tool that 
has a different secrecy model,, whereas managing user membership in roles and role 
access rights, for example, is much more frequent.  Finally,  meta-policies are usually 
few while business policies are usually numerous. 

5. Formal Representation

This section presents a basic method for representing secrecy models.  Examples from 
BLP,  RBAC  in  addition  to   SOC are  also  given.   We do  not  represent  the  full 
implementation  of  commonly  known policies,  however  we  show in  principle  the 
capabilities of formal logic.   

A logic view of a system commands the abstraction of system artifacts, such as a 
network, node, or a connection.   In logic these can be represented in elements, sets, 
and their relations.  For example, the set of nodes can be represented by N={n1,n2,...}; 
a  network  connection  can  be  represented  by  a  pair  (n1,n2)  indicating connectivity 
between nodes n1 and n2, similarly an access-right can be represented as (s1,o1) indic-
ating that an subject s1 has access to an object o1. Please note the formal representa-
tion is there simply to assist in the creation of logical analyser model.  One can sup-
pose that a language for construction of secrecy models can be proposed. Such a lan-
guage can be used by model designer as input to a conversion tool producing logic 
analysis model.  At this time, however,  we are satisfied with the semantics of the 
model rather than the mechanisms of translation.  

5.1 Basic definitions 

An enterprise system composed of a mixed secrecy model and business policies can 
be represented as a set of elements and relations.   The set of subjects can be represen-
ted in a set S= {s1, s2,…,sn}, set of actions or verbs is V={v1, v2,…,vn}. The set of ob-
jects is represented in a set O = {o1, o2, …, on}.  All other model properties can be 
represented as a relation or classes  of these three basic elements namely subjects, 
verbs, and objects. A secrecy model is referred to as SM. A mixed secrecy model is 

represented  as  SMM=(SM
1
  SM

2
).  An enterprise  system is  represented  as  ES= 

(SM
1

 SM
2

 BP). 
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5.2 Method 

 We conjecture that a secrecy model including its meta-policies can be represented us-
ing relations over subject, verb, object classes.  A subject being the requester of the 
access, this could be a network element, a user, or a group of users classified by a 
hierarchy or a flat list.  A verb, which is usually an access right: read or right.  An Ob-
ject class represents resources that subjects requests access to.  We define the com-
plete access matrix as the product of S.V.O.  For example if user1 has read access to 
object1, then (user1,Read,object1)  S.V.O. 

The method is composed of three steps:
1. Classification: Under this step classes of subjects, verbs, and objects are ex-

tracted. 
2. Rule Extraction: This step lists the meta-policies of the secrecy model
3. Logic Representation: This step implements the rules – in logic.

Next we show how the method is applied over BLP, RBAC, and CW.

5.3 Example representations  

We now show sample representations of Bell-La Padula, role based access, and separ-
ation of concerns secrecy models. 

Bell-La Padula

Bell-La Padula is a multi-level secrecy model, it descending order its classifica-
tions are: top secret, secret, classified, and unclassified.  It has two rules no-read-up 
and no-write-down.  (1) Classification: S( TS,S,C,U), V(Read,Write), O (TS,S,C,U). 
TS stands for top secret  classification, which is grouping of subjects.  S stands for 
secret classification, C for classified, and U for unclassified. Read and write are two 
permissible verbs or activities. (2) Rule Extraction: There are two policies no-read-up 
or allow-read-down, and no-write-down. (3) Logic Representation: The allow-read-up 
policy can be represented as (TS,Read,S), (TS,Read,C), ..etc.  The no-write-up can be 
represented as  (U,Write,C),  (U,Write,S),..etc. Another way to represent the allow 
read-down-policy is:  s TS ,  o TS, (s, Read,o)  S.V.O.

Role based access control

A role is a group of rights to access certain objects.  The set of roles is represented as 
R= {r1, r2, …, rn}.  S( r1, r2, …, rn ), V(Read,Write), O (o1, o2, …, on).  Under this mod-
el a subject s can have explicit access to read an object through ( s1,Read,o1), alternat-
ively a subject can be a role specified as ( r1,Read,o1), where r1 is a role .

Separation of concerns 

A separation of concerns grouping can be represented as a set of object pairs, each 
pair indicates that no subject cannot share both objects (om, on).  This can be represen-
ted as follows 

  s S, v V , if (s,v,om)  (s,v,on)
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6.  Formal consistency Detection  

This section shows the steps taken to check a mixed secrecy model for consistency 
along with business policies. 

1. Combine meta-policies to form a mixed model
This is a simple conjunction of rules from both models, in logic we represent the op-

eration as SM
1
  SM

2
;

2. Check model consistency

This is represented as the function Con( SM
1
  SM

2
); this function can 

return a true or a false. On a false result, the logic analyser can be con-
figured to provide a scenario for which the model is inconsistent. 
if model is inconsistent then report to security administrator consider a 
hybrid model that removes or changes the priority of the meta policy 
causing conflict. 

3. Augment business policies with meta policies 

This is represented as (SM
1
  SM

2
 BP)

4. Check for system consistency

This is represented as the function  Con(SM
1
  SM

2
 BP); this func-

tion can return true or false.
if system is inconsistent because of a conflict between a business policy 
and a meta policy, then automatically remove the business policy caus-
ing conflict. 

5. Check for user consistency

if after running Con(SM
1
  SM

2
 BP) two user policies are found to be 

mutually inconsistent then either:
1. Report to owner of both policies or
2. Report to security administrator

6. Declare mixed model free of inconsistencies

Alloy allows a user to check if a model is inconsistent, in addition to providing 
sample scenarios showing the reasons for inconsistency. This can be done by appro-
priate use of the two statements fact and assert. A fact describes a model property. A 
combination of facts may cause a model to be inconsistent, in which case the tool will 
state no instance found, with no additional information. Inconsistent scenarios will be 
generated by stating the same property by using an assertion, as we will see in the ex-
amples below.

9. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper shows how mixed secrecy models can be represented and checked for con-
sistency. We apply our method to commonly known secrecy policies such as those we 
have mentioned. We use the formal language Alloy to define the models and its asso-
ciated logic analysis tool to validate consistency. We conjecture that the method is 
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generic and hence it can be applied to other models and model combinations. Our ex-
amples show that enterprises, network providers, operating systems, and open source 
communities can benefit from applying logical analysis tools to their secrecy models, 
at the time the secrecy system is being defined or modified.  Hopefully, in the not too 
distant future industrial tools to do the analysis we propose will become available.

Our subject for future research, is to explore a language meant to represent secrecy 
models.  A security designer may specify a particular security model and test its po-
tential inconsistencies with other models or interactions with user policies.  The lan-
guage can be translated to a logic analyser language for formal analysis.  This future 
language can be benefit from the logic models used in this paper.
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Abstract. Group key agreement protocols applying identity-based encryption 
(IBE) are described. An IBE system needs a private key generation authority 
(PKG) to deliver private keys to users. A global PKG cannot be assumed to 
exist, mainly due to the key escrow problem and security issues related to 
private key delivery across domains. Three IBE based group key agreements for 
parties with different PKGs are presented and compared: a protocol using 
pairings, a protocol using high power residuosity, and a protocol using IBE 
signatures. 2-party protocols are briefly presented and extended to n-party 
protocols. PKI certification based trust in public PKG parameters is outlined. 
The described protocols have been programmed and tested by execution time 
measurements. The Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman protocol with multi-PKG 
IBE signatures seems to be the fastest group key agreement protocol. It extends 
very well to an n-party environment, because a key agreement can always be 
completed in three phases. 

Keywords: IBE, key agreement, ECC, PKI, network security, Diffie-Hellman 

1 Introduction 

Identity-based encryption (IBE) is a public key based cryptosystem where a unique 
identity string, such as an email address, can be used as a public key by any party. 
The corresponding private key is created by binding the identity with the master key 
of a trusted private key generator (PKG). The protocol was first introduced in [29] 
and the first practical IBE scheme proposed in [7], [8] was followed by vast research:  
− a security flaw in the Boneh & Franklin scheme [7] has been corrected [16],  
− some variants of these schemes have been proposed [1], [6], [17],  [26], 
− IBE based signature and key agreement schemes have been proposed [4], [11], 

[12], [13] [19], 
− IETF and IEEE standardization of IBE has started [2], [9], [20], and IBE based 

security services have been integrated in commercial security products [18]. 
A significant feature of IBE is that much of the overhead associated with key 
management in the traditional public key infrastructure (PKI) is eliminated. 

Deploying IBE in practice, it is unrealistic to assume the existence of one global 
PKG because of the inherent key escrow feature. Another issue is that secure channels 
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between the PKG and its users are required when distributing private keys. It is 
therefore more practical that each administrative domain will set up their own domain 
PKG for generating and distributing private keys to users within the domain. 
However, there are many situations where a user in one domain would need to 
securely communicate with a user in another domain. Thus, a real-world 
implementation of IBE must be based on a multi-PKG environment. Details of a 
multi-PKG IBE system setup are presented for example in [23]. A user with the 
identity ID under the PKGi has a public key QID

(i)=H1
(i)(ID). The PKGi computes the 

private user key as SID
(i) = s(i)⋅QID

(i), where s(i) is the private master key of PKGi. 
Furthermore, users should agree on a hash function H used in generating session keys. 

Group key agreement protocols are extensions of two-party key agreement 
protocols. The basic two-party key agreement protocol is the Diffie-Hellman key 
exchange protocol (DH), which also has an Elliptic Curve version (see for example 
chapter 10 in [14]. The most efficient group key generalization of DH is the broadcast 
generalization or protocol 3 in [10].  

In this paper, IBE based two-party key agreement protocols for parties with 
independent PKGs are briefly presented. Extension of these 2-party protocols to n-
party protocols is described. The described key agreement protocols have been 
programmed using the PBC library [24], [25] for execution time measurements.     

2 Proposed IBE Based 2-party Key Agreement Protocols and 
Security Analysis 

We assume that the Discrete Logarithm Problem, the Computational Diffie-Hellman 
Problem, and the Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Problem (see for example [23]) are 
practically unsolvable. It is assumed that a user can trust its PKG and that the secret 
key generated by a PKG is known only to the PKG. The key has been sent to the user. 

An identity-based authenticated key agreement protocol for two different PKGs 
was proposed in [12]. The two PKGs have different master keys but they share the 
same domain parameters. Such environment is however practically impossible to 
realize. 

Protocols for a multi-PKG environment, where each PKG has different domain 
parameters, were proposed in [21]. These protocols were, however, vulnerable [22]. 
The protocol 2PAK-MPE in [23] fixed the vulnerability. The security analysis in [23] 
gives a reasonable assurance of the correctness of  the protocol. In [28] another 
protocol using high power residuosity is proposed. The security of this protocol is 
analyzed in [27]. 

A corresponding protocol can also be designed by using the Elliptic Curve version 
of DH and signing the exchange of public DH parameters with the signature scheme 
proposed in [5], [19] and [20]. The private keys of the participants must be delivered 
by PKGs via secure channels. Security proofs of the IBE signature scheme of type 
Hess [19] and of the IEEE Draft Standard [20] are presented in [19] and [4]. It is not 
assumed that the public parameters of other participants and PKGs are known to all. 
These parameters are sent in messages. An intruder has two possibilities. First, an 
intruder may try to modify the DH parameters sent in the messages. Secondly, an 
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intruder may set up his own PKG and generate false public parameters including the 
private key for B. The integer nonces tA and tB used in IBE signature schemes 
implicitly prevent replay attacks against a signature based key agreement protocol. 

3 From 2-Party Protocols to Multi-Party Protocols 

The 2-party protocol proposed in [23] is also extended to a tripartite version, which 
straightforwardly can be further extended to an n-party version. The key 
establishment from A's point of view when B is another party is: 

1. A chooses random values RA, a(i) Z*
q(i) and calculates a(i)⋅P(i), i=1,2,…,n. 

2. A delivers its own value WA= a(A)⋅P(A) and WAi= a(i)⋅P(i) to every other party i. 
3. After having received B's values WB= a(B)⋅P(B) and WBA= a(A)⋅P(A), A can 

calculate a session key SKAB with KAB
(A)=e(A)(SA, WBA), 

KAB
(B)=e(B)(QB,a(B)⋅Ppub

(B)), and SKAB=H(KAB
(A)||a(A)⋅WBA||KAB

(B)||a(B)⋅WB). 
4. Now A can deliver RA to B symmetrically encrypted as ESKAB(QA||RA||QB). 
5. After having received the random value Ri from each other party i, A can 

calculate a shared group key with SK=H(R1||R2||...||Rn). 
This protocol is a 4-way protocol, where key generation is totally symmetric. There is 
no additional trust based on anyone's PKG parameters. 

The 2-party key agreement protocol based on high power residuosity in [28] is 
actually an authenticated and integrity protected DH. A group key generalization of 
this 2-party key agreement can be based on a generalization of DH. The broadcast 
generalization in [10] for which the shared secret key is G

r1
⋅r2+r2⋅r3+…+rn⋅r1 mod p is 

applied in this subchapter to the protocol in [28]. This generalization means that the 
algorithms Build SIK and Compute must be updated for an n-party key agreement. If 
all n key agreement parties use different PKGs, then in Build SIK
− common public parameters to be calculated are 

PSP(1,2,…,n)={N,G,R,H1(⋅),H2(⋅),…,Hn(⋅)}, where N=N1⋅N2⋅…⋅Nn, G=G1⋅G2⋅…⋅Gn, 
and R=R1⋅R2⋅…⋅Rn 

− δIDi
= dIDi

 mod Ni, δIDi
= 1 mod (N/Ni), hi(IDi) = Hi(IDi)R/Ri mod Ni , hi(IDi) = 1 mod 

(N/Ni) are calculated with the Chinese Remainder Theorem for i=1,2,…,n.  
− SIKIDi

 = (G
rIDi⋅δIDi

) mod N is broadcasted to all other n-1 key agreement parties, 
i=1,2,…,n. 

The input to Compute for n key agreement parties using different PKGs consists of 
PSP(1,2,…,n), rIDi

, IDj, and SIKIDj
. Each key agreement party i=1,2,…,n  

1. calculates zj = ((SIKIDj
)

R
⋅hj(IDj)-1)  mod N = G

R⋅ rIDj mod N for all j=1,2,…,n except 
i=j 

2. broadcasts χi=(zi+1/zi-1)
 rIDi⋅δIDi

) mod N = G
R⋅ rIDi

⋅ (rIDi+1
- rIDi-1

)
 mod N to all other n-1 

key agreement parties 

3. calculates xj = χj
R⋅hj(IDj)-1)  mod N = G

R2⋅ rIDi
⋅ ( rIDi+1

- rIDi-1
)
 mod N for all j=1,2,…,n 

except i=j 
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4. calculates the same shared secret key S =(zi-1
n⋅R⋅rIDi⋅xi

n-1⋅xi+1
n-2⋅…⋅xi+(n-2)) mod N  

= G
R2⋅(rID1

⋅rID2
+rID2

⋅rID3
+…+rIDn

⋅rID1
)
 mod N, 

since the index values n+i are equal to i and the index value 0 is equal to n. 
The protocol based on EC Diffie-Hellman and IBE signatures can be extended 

directly to an n-party protocol. Every participant has its own PKG. Entities 
A1,A2,A3,…,An share a common secret key.  Our protocol runs as follows: 
1. The initiator, let say Ai, chooses a random number ai Z*q(i). Then it broadcasts 

the public parameters of PKGi, the hash of its own identity string QAi, the hash 
function HAi needed in the IBE signature verification, the value ai·P(i), and finally 
signs the whole message using a signature scheme. 

2. The other parties choose their random numbers aj Z*
q(i), j=1,2,…,n, j  i, and 

broadcast the public parameters of their PKGs, the hashes of their identity strings, 
the values Zj = aj·P(i), and sign the whole message.  

3. After receiving Zj-1 and Zj+1, where n+i equals i and 0 equals n, every Aj
calculates and broadcasts Xj = aj·(Zj+1 − Zj-1). 

4. Each Aj can then compute the common session key 
SK = n⋅aj⋅Zj-1 + (n − 1)⋅Xj + (n − 2)⋅Xj+1 + … + Xj+(n-2) =  
(aj-1⋅aj + aj⋅aj+1 + … + aj+(n-2)⋅aj+(n-1))·P(i) = (a1⋅a2 + a2⋅a3 + … + an⋅a1)·P(i) 

Every participant verifies two times the digital signatures of the other participants. 
The final session key demands n additions and n multiplications. 

If there are only three participants, then the session key can be agreed faster: 
1. A sends signed a·P to B and C; 
2. B sends signed b·a·P to C, C sends c·P and c·a·P to B; 
3. B sends b·c·P to A. 
Altogether five exchanges of signed public Elliptic Curve DH parameters are needed. 

4 Trust Issues 

Multi-PKG key agreement is associated with two trust issues: 
1. How can a key agreement initiator A be sure to communicate with the authentic 

responder B and not with a malicious responder C, who fakes the identity of B? 
2. How can a key agreement party A be sure that public PKG parameters delivered 

by another key agreement party are authentic and not from a malicious PKG? 
These trust issues are bypassed by the multi-PKG key agreement protocol in [23]. 

 Malicious modification of messages is prevented by signatures. However, an IBE 
signature doesn’t prevent a man-in-the-middle attack, in which the identity of a key 
agreement party is faked and a malicious PKG is utilized. PKI trust can be used to 
provide PKG security or to provide secure identities for key agreement parties.  

The multi-PKG key agreement protocol [23] is trustworthy only if authenticated 
public system parameters of all PKGs are available for all key agreement parties. If 
public PKG parameters must be delivered, then PKI trust can be used to provide PKG 
security or to provide secure identities for key agreement parties.  

PKI based PKG security means, that a trusted CA issues a certificate for the public 
PKG key and registers other public PKG parameters. A malicious party can get 
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private keys only for own identity strings from a trusted PKG and therefore can an 
authentic key agreement party detect public PKG system parameters used in a man-
in-the-middle attack. PKI trust in an identity can be provided by a user certificate 
issued by a trusted CA. This requires key agreement parties to support two public key 
cryptosystems. PKI identity trust in the identity of a key agreement party can also be 
obtained by using the PKI based DNSSEC [15] and secure routing [3].  

5 Performance Issues 

We denote by Kim-Lee-Oh the protocol using pairings proposed in [23], by Hess our 
protocol with Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (EC DH) and IBE signatures of type 
Hess [19], and by IEEE draft our EC DH protocol with IBE signatures proposed by 
the IEEE draft standard [20], see Table 1. By multiplication we mean the 
multiplication of an elliptic curve point by an integer. The numbers show how many 
operations one participant must do. One pairing operation in both Hess and IEEE 
draft can be calculated beforehand. These pairing operations have been reduced from 
the number of operations. 

Table 1. Number of operations in 2-party key agreement protocols. 
 Addition Multiplication Pairing Exponentiation 
Kim-Lee-Oh  5 2  
Hess 1 4 2 2 
IEEE draft 1 4 2 2 

The calculations are done every time a new session is established. It is, however, 
possible that new key agreements are established between the same communication 
parties. In this case  
− the number of pairing operations in Hess and in IEEE draft is reduced by one and  
− the number of point multiplications in IEEE draft is reduced by one. 
However, the number of pairing operations in IEEE draft is always reduced by one, if 
the value of a pre-calculated pairing operation is included in the public PKG 
parameters, which are sent between the communication partners in Hess. 

The speeds of addition, multiplication and pairing mostly depend on the group size 
while the speed of exponentiation depends solely on the size of the underlying field. 

The execution times were measured by using simulation programs based on the 
PBC-library version 0.4.18 [25]. The computer used has an Intel Core 2 Duo T7300 
2GHz processor and 2 GB of RAM. The test environment consisted of a 64-bit 
Debian Lenny GNU/Linux distribution with a kernel version 2.6.29. Table 2 lists the 
execution times of the simulated protocols with two different parameter sets. Hashing 
times and PKI certificate verification times were excluded from the measurements. 
The value of a pre-calculated pairing operation is not included in the public PKG 
parameters, which are sent between the communication partners in IEEE draft. 

Hess (rekey) and IEEE draft (rekey) make new key agreements with the same 
partner all the time. Thus both protocols can re-use the value of an earlier calculated 
pairing. IEEE draft (rekey) can also re-use the value of an earlier calculated point 
multiplication. Hess and IEEE draft communicate every time with a new partner.  
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Table 2. Measured single 2-party key agreement protocol execution times in 
milliseconds for one party are shown. Parameters for EC1 have a curve group of 

magnitude 2160 and a base field of magnitude 2512. Parameters for EC2 have a group 
of magnitude 2160 and a base field of magnitude 21024 

Protocol Execution time (ms) 
EC1 EC2 

Kim-Lee-Oh 32.4 79.3 
Hess (rekey) 24.9 58.0 
Hess 27.6 68.3 
IEEE draft (rekey) 20.8 47.6 
IEEE draft 27.4 68.6 

. 
The performance of generalizations to n-party key agreement protocols is shown in 

Fig. 1. Generalization of the 2-party protocol using high power residuosity proposed 
in [28] is denoted by Schridde. The standard deviation is less than 1 ms for all 
measurements presented in Table 2 and Fig. 1.  

Fig. 1. Measured execution times for IBE based n-party key agreement protocols. 
EC group size is 160 bit with 1024 bit scalars. Key size in Schridde is 1024 bit. 

6 Conclusions 

Three IBE based key agreement protocol types for multi PKG environments have 
been presented and compared: a protocol using pairings proposed in [23], a protocol 
using high power residuosity proposed in [28], and two protocols based on elliptic 
curve Diffie-Hellman (EC DH) with IBE signatures proposed in this paper. The EC 
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DH protocols with IDE signatures turned out to be faster than the protocol using 
pairings.  

All presented protocols can be extended to n-party key agreement protocols. The 
EC DH protocols based on IBE signatures behave very well in this respect, because 
they need only three phases to complete. The protocol using pairings must first 
negotiate secret keys with every other participant. The protocol using high power 
residuosity is a quite fast 2-party and 3-party key agreement protocol, but degrades 
rapidly for more parties because the modulo used in exponentiation, is a product of 
PKG modulo integers used by the key agreement parties 

In further research IBE based group key protocols will be compared to group key 
protocols based on usual public key cryptography. Formal security proofs for 
proposed IBE based group key protocols will be developed and the efficiency of these 
protocols will be measured in network environments. If there are dishonest 
participants, then the protocols do not work properly, because the dishonest entities 
may fool the other entities by using different nonces with different participants. It is 
an open question, if a practical IBE based protocol can be designed for this kind of 
multi-PKG environment. However, PKI could be used to provide trust in public PKG 
parameters through PKI certification of PKGs through the PKI based DNSSEC [15] 
in combination with secure routing or with a new DNS extension for public PKG 
parameters. 
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Abstract. There might be a untapped potential for criminal activity
in online games and other virtual worlds where real money stands to be
made and the risk is negligible. By hijacking accounts it could be possible
to dominate virtual worlds by means similar to those used by organized
crime in the real world. This paper focuses on the threats of criminals
exploiting virtual communities for financial profit.
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1 Introduction

Virtual worlds are growing [2] and there are already many different types of
them. The most prominent are Massively Multiplayer Online Games (MMO’s)
like World of Warcraft (WoW) and Age of Conan, and other virtual worlds where
people can socialize (e.g. Second Life1).

Millions of people participate in these persistent, online virtual worlds where
users can create virtual, customizable characters. These character can resemble
the user themself or something else entirely2.

World of Warcraft (WoW) from Blizzard entertainment is the most popular
MMO and they claim to have 11.5 million subscribers worldwide [10]. Another
virtual world, Linden Lab’s Second Life, had almost 2.7 million accounts in the
beginning of 2007 [2]. It should be noted that these numbers reflect accounts
and not necessarily users or players, as one user can have many accounts.

Both WoW and Second Life have an economy of their own, with their own
virtual currency. There are ways to convert virtual currency and items into real
money. Sometimes this is supported by the developer, as is the case for Second
Life, and sometimes it is not. Trading virtual assets for (real) money defies the
WoW EULA3 but is widespread nonetheless with help of third parties.
1 Sometimes called a Metaverse
2 There are, for example, no reason your character can’t be another gender or another

species
3 End-user license agreement, typically agreed upon by the user before using the soft-

ware
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2 Organized Crime in Virtual Worlds: How to Get your own Syndicate

In Second Life users can develop characters and objects and exploit them
commercially, buy and sell land etc. These activities are encouraged by the de-
veloper [8] and the copyright on objects created belong to the user that created
them [2]. In the first quarter of 2009 the users of Second Life traded virtual
goods and services for more than USD$120 million [9]. One Second Life user
claims she became a millionaire by trading virtual assets [2][7].

In Asia crime is already happening in these worlds, but apparently the crim-
inal acts do not resemble organized crime [6].

2 Related Research

There have been some research on online gaming crime in Asia by Ku et. al.
(2007) [6]. Their analysis concentrates on criminal cases in Taiwan.

Choo and Smith (2007) [4] touches on the fact that criminal groups can use
games as one of many ways to facilitate crime in the real world (e.g. money
laundering).

3 Advantages of Crime in the Virtual World

3.1 Low Risk.

Low risk is one advantage of committing crime in a virtual world. This has many
reasons. For one the virtual identity is not really bound to a persons real identity
and thus it is easier to keep them separate and the actual person out of reach of
real world law enforcement. In a virtual world it is also easy to operate across
borders making it even more difficult to track down and convict perpetrators.
Also, a lot of what would be deemed illegal in the real world is not necessarily
illegal in the virtual. So far, policing in the virtual worlds are done by the
developers themself and they, of course, have limited powers in the real world.
While spreading malware might be illegal, malware is already commonplace and
the prisons are not filled with those perpetrators. Actual governmental control
in virtual worlds seems non-existent.

The possible exception to this are some countries in Asia. Ku et. al. (2007)
[6] analyzes criminal cases in Taiwan related to crime in online games. Although
they imply that perpetrators where actually caught, it seems likely that it was
because of real-world police work and factors (e.g. the victim knew who com-
mitted the crime). Details are sketchy.

3.2 Easy Recruitment.

Since there is only a lose coupling between a person and their virtual identity,
there is no need to recruit actual humans to build a crime syndicate in a virtual
world. All that is needed is to hijack virtual characters. This can be done in
many ways; either by stealing (copying) account information or hijacking play-
ers computers with some sort of malware. Both are conceivable and already a
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Organized Crime in Virtual Worlds: How to Get your own Syndicate 3

problem: Malware stealing WoW account information are seen in the wild, and
“There has been a spectacular increase of malware designed to trick the user
into parting with sensitive gaming-related information” according to a security
company [11]. Huge botnets exist and it is possible to rent one, or a part of one,
saving criminals the hassle of infecting computers themself.

With machines constantly being infected with malware and botnets consist-
ing of millions of machines, recruiting, lets say, 50 000 ”people” for a virtual
syndicate seems easier than doing something similar in the real world. Misusing
virtual identities is easy compared to controlling other human beings.

4 Earning Money

At the end of the day money is what it is all about. Without an outlook to
make real money there is no incentive to playing the mafia in a virtual wold.
As mentioned, there already seems to be a marketplace for virtual items, often
operated by more or less shady third-parties that break the EULA of the games.

Since each payout can be expected to be small, scaling up the operation is
important.

4.1 Stealing Virtual Assets

If one controls a lot of accounts, it is possible to steal their virtual assets such as
in-world currency and items and re-sell them. In games it is also possible to sell
those accounts as they are: the effort required to “build” (level up) a character
can be substantial and this has created a marked for already powerful characters.
Although this seems easy, and is indeed already happening [6], the advantages
are short-term.

4.2 Becoming the Mafia

Instead of just empty accounts for virtual assets, it is possible to make long-
term use of them. We can learn a great deal by observing what criminals do in
the real world and translate it into the virtual, but, of course, not everything is
applicable.

There are ways to ruin the experience for a user, take away their character
and their income. Although this might not sound so serious, it depends on how
involved the user is in the virtual world. Some people invest a lot of time and
money in these worlds. There are people making a living through Second Life,
and a lot of WoW players have been building their in-game characters since the
game was released in 2004. The more involved users are, the more difficult it is
for them to just walk away, and the more they have to loose by not complying
with threats.
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4 Organized Crime in Virtual Worlds: How to Get your own Syndicate

Existing Relations and Peer Pressure. With thousands of hijacked ac-
counts one suddenly has an extended network people and their relations that
can possibly be misused. People also tend to follow, so if a large group, or ”most
people” do one thing, others will often do the same. This way one can influence
these worlds in yet unknown ways.

Using Force. If network building is not enough, there are always ways to apply
force. In many games killing each other is business as usual, but that is not to
say it’s harmless. Especially if it happens constantly. Even when violence is
not an option, such as in Second Life, it’s still possible to pressure and harass
users, ruining their interactions and hindering them until their character becomes
useless.

With a large gang attacking, robbing and stealing might be effective. In games
you often get all or some of the items from those you slay. The accounts used will
possibly be closed, as this is not very subtle. But, if the accounts are hijacked this
does not harm the real perpetrator. And even if the developer has a system for
tracking virtual assets and return them to their rightful owners, all the criminal
has to do is convert those assets into real currency before the developer can take
action.

Other possibilities include pay for protection schemes like the ones operated by
the mafia, and the more legit bodyguard counterparts. If there are no enemies,
create them. Forcing individuals or groups of players (guilds) to pay a small fee
for their ”right” to inhabit and move freely in the virtual world seems possible.
Similarly, plain extortion is possible as long as the victim has something to
loose. Or one could offer services like guns for hire and hitmen to help defeating
enemies and completing in-game missions. There are already reports of services
like bodyguarding and possibly even ”guns” for hire being offered [12]

4.3 Money laundering

The lack of control over and regulations in this virtual economy can be exploited
by real world criminals in an effort to hide the real origin of money and make
then untraceable to the authorities. By taking advantage of many accounts each
amount transfered can be small to further hinder detection, a classic trick used
in money laundering.

4.4 Managing Risk and Staying Operational

To avoid detection one can keep a low profile and misuse accounts subtly: Char-
acters that are idle can be misused without blocking out the real user. A gang-
member one day can be a normal, law abiding virtual character the next.

As the syndicate grow and get more powerful, it might even be possible to
work with the developers, either by bribing someone or making yourself useful.
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It could be argued that no one is looking out for the users best interest like there
is in the real world. In one sense, the developer has totalitarian control over their
world. Since their goal always will be maximum profit, if fighting the crime costs
more than it is worth a symbiosis could be formed.

5 Measuring Interest and Existing Problems in World of
Warcraft

A couple of attempts were made to learn about existing problems, and what
kind of interest there was in the gaming community for such services, The MMO
World of Warcraft (WoW) was used for these experiments.

5.1 Current Interest

To measure if there already was a marked and possibly even a business oppor-
tunity for this kind of services, a website was created. The website advertised,
in vague terms, the existence of services such as in-game “guns” for hire. This
website was then advertised in-game, mostly by public chat in the big cities by
high level characters, and traffic to the website was monitored.

The goal was not to sell any services, and there where none to sell, but
measure the interest in the community.

The website generated almost no traffic, and the responses showed little
interest. The most common response was that the site was “obviously” a scam.

5.2 Current Problems

The official European World of Warcraft forums was used to interact with the
community. The goal here was to find out if this was already a problem for most
players. On the question ”have ever been threaten or pressured in-game?” a huge
majority of the replies centered around real life threats made in-game. Only 10
of the 28 accounts had anything to do with the game or gameplay. The rest
involved threats to the person in real life and not their character. No one would
admit to have given in to such threats in any way.

5.3 Results

The website generated very little interest. Account stealing is a big problem in
WoW and has seemingly lead to a general skepticism regarding new websites
amongst players. Even so, the resistance to even visit the website shows a lack
of interest in the topic altogether.

With only a few accounts of in-game threats, and no accounts of in-game
threats that have been fulfilled, this does not seem like a big problem for Euro-
pean WoW players.
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6 Organized Crime in Virtual Worlds: How to Get your own Syndicate

6 Mitigation

6.1 Improving Overall Security

To combat large scale problems like these, improving the overall security in
virtual worlds is the solution. Combating automated play (botting), securing
gameclients and servers, securing account information, using strong authentica-
tion and monitoring users behavior. These are all ways to improve the security
of online games and other virtual worlds, and all will help to mitigate criminal
activity.

Stopping Account Theft. Two-factor authentication using out-of-band com-
munication (e.g. SMS) might be helpful. Mining the username and password
would no longer be enough. But Man in the middle attacks (such as fooling the
user to execute a fake gameclient that sits between the real client and the server
and then hijacks the connection after login) are still possible.

Stopping Account Misuse. It would be possible for the developers to observe
normal account use and normal gameplay to detect abnormalities. This is done
successfully by the credit card companies. Human habits and factors like time
of day, game session length, keyboard use and gameplay style could be observed
to detect and shut down hijacked accounts. Also, most players, at least in Eu-
rope and North America, play from their home computer and ip-based location
tracking could be useful. Even those players that play from different ip’s tend to
stay in the same country most of the time. If one account is accessed from two
different continents within 10 minutes, something is probably wrong. As effective
automated playing, or botting, is necessary to operate a large syndicate, detect-
ing and stopping this will be effective in combating organize criminal activity
in virtual worlds. One recent proposed solution for doing just this is found in
Mitterhofer et al. (2009) [3].

6.2 Policing the Virtual Worlds

Implementing virtual crime countermeasures such as a Police force is also an
option. But it seems clear that this will not really solve the problems as it does
not in the real world, and the opportunity to punish a perpetrator using a stolen
account is small. One proposed method of tracking virtual property is found in
Chen et.al. (2008) [5].

7 Summary

Recently there have been some focus on crime and security in online games,
and by extension other virtual worlds. By leveraging the power gained from
controlling many accounts, it’s possible to bring some tactics normally associate
with organized crime to virtual worlds. Although this does not seem prevalent
today, the future might look different.
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Consequences of Botnets Spreading to Mobile
Devices
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Abstract. Botnets represent a serious security threat on the Inter-
net. Current security mechanism are typically inadequate for protecting
against the latest breed of botnets, as botherders constantly develop new
techniques and methods to frustrate investigators. Until recently, mobile
networks have been relatively isolated from the Internet, so there has
been little need for protecting against botnets. However, this situation
is rapidly changing. Mobile networks are now well integrated with the
Internet, so that threats on the Internet most likely will migrate over to
the mobile networks and vice versa. Botnets of malware injected into mo-
bile devices will probably appear very soon, and there are already signs
of this happening. This paper analyses the potential threat of botnets
based on mobile networks.

Key words: Botnet, Security, Threat, Malware, Mobile device, Mobile
network

1 Botnet on the Internet

A botnet [14] is a set of computers that are infected by a specific bot virus
which gives an attacker (aka. Botherder) the ability to remotely control those
computers.

Most botnets are developed for organized crime where doing targeted attack
to gain money. Example of attacks are sending spam [13], denial of service attack
(DOS) or collecting and sale of information that can be exploited for illegal
purposes.

Researchers who fight against botnets are in general one step behind the
attackers. Once they have found a solution to discover and take down a botnet
the botherders change their botnet to fight back.

Botnet starts their lifecycle [13] when a vulnerability in an operating system
or software are exploited or users have been fooled to run unwanted software
on their computer. Malware is often distributed as spam within a malicious
attachment, spam linked to infected websites, open file shares, through instant
messaging (IM) or by scanning after vulnerabilities. Compared to older malware
they spread much faster on the Internet than through floppy disk or Bluetooth.
After exploiting the desktop computer a secondary infection that installs and
updates the botclient appears.
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Evolution of botnets has made them more difficult to discover [5] and take
down because they hide their communication between the legitimate traffic on
the Internet by using TCP port 80 [3] and they use peer to peer (P2P) technology
that make them more resilient.

Web based C&C [4] uses pull rather than push technology. Web servers can
passively wait for the botclients to make contact. This lowers the network traffic
between the botclients and the servers making it harder to spot the botnet on the
network. To evade shutdown efforts the C&C needs to be constantly moving by
using techniques like multihoming, fast flux and distributed C&C (Superbotnet).

Waledac is a botnet on the Internet that is web based and communicates
using XML messages as payload. MMS messages have a body field [9] where the
XML message from Waledac can be hidden. Can Waledac infect mobile devices
and use MMS and SMS to communicate with its C&C?

2 Threat of Botnets Spreading to Mobile Networks

Mobile devices are nowadays capable of using Internet connection [7], [11] through
High-Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA), Evolution-Data Optimized (EV-
DO), Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS), Enhanced Data
Rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE) and General Packet Radio Service (GPRS)
which are different IP based technologies evolved within the mobile network and
wireless network (WLAN).

The next generation of network technology will be mobile broadband where
the mobile device will stay online and connected to the Internet all the time.
Mobile terminals become more and more like desktop computers. Several studies
on botnets and mobile devices predict communicating on the Internet. This paper
will study botnet communicating on the mobile network.

The connection between the traditional Internet and the mobile network may
act as a gateway for malware to move freely between these networks. Infection
vectors used to spread Internet malware [15] are extended using MMS, SMS,
Bluetooth and synchronizing between the computer and the mobile device. Mal-
ware on mobile devices can move using infections vectors on the Internet as
email, web pages and social engineering.

What benefits can be gained using mobile device as a botclient? Are there any
economic gains, is there any malicious action to do through the mobile network?
Can mobile botnet become as difficult to track and close down as botnets on the
Internet?

By having a botclients on mobile devices a botherder will be able to exploit
services in the mobile network. By their nature mobile devices will not be avail-
able on the Internet all the time. They switch between available communications
channels on the Internet or on the mobile network.

Mobile devices using the Internet may stay behind a firewall and normally
they get dynamic private IP addresses that are not available on the Internet. The
botherder will thus not be able to contact and send commands to the botclient
directly through Internet connection. This challenge has already been solved
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with web based botnets where the botclients connect to web servers and poll
updates.

Waledac is a web based botnet [3] on the Internet, very similar to Storm
known as the biggest mass emailing botnet on the Internet. Waledac seems to be
an updated version of Storm and is based on a three-tiered architecture existing
of C&C, proxy servers and botclients. Botclients that respond to HTTP requests
act as proxies to the backend C&C servers. None of the botclients communicate
directly with the backend C&C.

The payload of HTTP requests falls in two parts. The first part of the pay-
load and contains the XML elements. The second part of the payload contains
IP addresses if the sender is a proxy and AAAAAA (36 0-bits that are Base
64 encoded) if the sender is a botclient. All requests and responses have a pay-
load forming at least <lm> XML element in plaintext. Sub XML elements differ
depending on the type of message that is being send within the botnet.

Mobile devices mostly communicate on the mobile network and thus are
unavailable on the Internet. Sending SMS and MMS messages containing payload
like, XML elements those used in Waledac, will give the botclient on the mobile
device the opportunity to maintain connection to its C&C through the proxy
servers. The proxy server may be a device that understand and read the SMS
and MMS message and have access to the Internet. By monitoring incoming
messages the botclient can delete the message before it is added to the inbox to
hide its existence.

Waledac uses P2P technology, meaning that infected mobile devices would
have to communicate with each other to exchange list of active proxy servers.
This can be done through MMS messages communicated between the infected
devices on the mobile network.

Waledac on the Internet update their list with IP-addresses. Mobile devices
do not use IP-addresses when sending SMS or MMS. Every device on the mobile
network has a International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) and MSISDN.
IMSI [10] can be used to identify, authenticate and register the device on the
mobile network. MSISDN [9] is the number you use when calling another mobile
device or sending a message. Then the list of proxy servers must contain MSISDN
numbers together with IP-addresses in case the botclients would connect to
the Internet thus communicate directly with the proxy servers on the Internet.
Domain name does not exist on the mobile network. This makes it impossible to
use techniques like fast flux and multihoming on devices in the mobile network.
The consequence is that mobile devices cannot act as proxy servers as they very
soon will be detected.

Symantec reported [2] on 13 July 2009 that the first botclient on Symbian OS
may have been developed. SymbOS.Exy.C, (aka Sexy Space) is a worm similar
to other worms made for Symbian OS but the difference is the client that tries to
contact a malicious server reporting the mobile device‘s phone type, International
Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI) and IMSI. Symantec mentions that this may
be the first occurrence of a true botnet client on a mobile device.
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Waledac has not been ported to an operating system for mobile devices and
therefore does not pose a threat yet, but this may only be a matter of time.

2.1 Possible attacks on mobile devices

Waledac is known for sending email. A infected mobile device can send MMS or
SMS to other mobile devices or to service numbers. Victims can be chosen by
the botherder or they can randomly be chosen from the address book or contact
list on the infected mobile device.

In Norway there are some contests where you can vote for your favorite song,
person, TV program and so on. A botnet consist of many infected computers
and the voting system will not be able to detect if a botherder uses his botnet
to send a short message to the voting service. But will anyone pay a botherder
to vote up his or her favorite song or person? Maybe someone would in context
of political elections.

Instead of using the voting application, a DDOS attack [5] against core of the
mobile network can be done to stop people voting by making the voting system
unavailable during the voting period.

There exist service phones where you can give money to charity. If you call
a specific service number the mobile device subscriber pays a preset amount.
Example are Nationalforeningen for Folkehelse or Kirkens Nødhjelp in Norway
where you can call their respective service numbers to donate NOK 100, or other
service numbers where you would donate twice as much. What if a botherder cre-
ates his own service number and programs all his botclients to call that number.
The price should be low so the subscribers would not notice and be suspicious
about the extra charges.

Mobile devices are being more common to our daily life. They are small and
you can carry them everywhere you go and you will probably lose some of them
too. Mobile devices can be used to communicate between people both through
voice and messaging. [8], play games alone or with others on the Internet, make
payments, check the status on your bank accounts, store private information [6]
like contact information (name, phone number, email addresses), personal infor-
mation (social security number, PIN codes, account numbers, private pictures
or business related data) and other informations that criminals can exploit and
misuse for financial gain.

Infected mobile device will be able to act as spyware in the same way as
botclient on desktop computers collecting personal information and send it to
the attacker. Waledac is a plug-in based botnet and it is easy [3] to add plug-ins
to extend functionality. There will be a possibility to create a plugin that scans
the mobile device. The result can be reported back to the C&C in an XML
document formed as an MMS.

Most people [12] are trained to enter private data like social security number
and credit card number on the mobile device using the mobile network. Is this
safe anymore as the traffic in UMTS and newer technologies are routed within
the IP-network?
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3 Mitigation Strategies against Mobile Botnets

Techniques [15] as antivirus scanning, intrusion detection system (IDS) and
packet filtering may be used together to stop malware spreading. Like Waledac
hiding its traffic through legitimated web traffic, Waledac on mobile devices can
hide its traffic through legitimate MMS and SMS traffic making it harder for
the researchers to spot botnets on the mobile network. Botclients communicate
with each other and would adopt the same resilient behavior as botnets on the
Internet.

Waledac has a predefined structure on the messages. If you know what to
look for there is possible to search and analyze the network traffic after specific
signatures that Waledac or other known botnet creates.

In front of email systems there may be an antivirus scanner that scans every
incoming and outgoing email for malware. This requires extra resources, but may
be necessary to protect end users against attack. MMS work in similar way as the
email system where MMS messages is send from an MMS client to an MMS proxy
server where it is converted to standard Internet MIME format to permit various
media components to be carried over the Internet environment. The receiving
MMS proxy server will convert it back to MMS format before delivering the
message to the MMS server which stores MMS message. To protect users from
spam and malware attack the mobile network operator should use an antivirus
scanner in front of their MMS server scanning incoming and outgoing messages
to stop malicious messages to be delivered to the end users.

Security on mobile devices are not safeguarded [6] in the same way as it is on
desktop computers making the mobile devices easier to exploit. Compromised
items inside a corporate network will constitute a threat since many security
systems on the network can easily be bypassed. Mobile devices are often ignored.
Jansen and Scarfone write in their article [6] that most corporate networks do not
have centrally managed system to take care of the security policy and security
update on mobile devices. It may also be difficult to update the mobile device
due to lack of knowledge about how to do it. Many mobile device applications do
not have update managers like applications on desktop computers do. A system
is only as secure as its least secure component and mobile devices often fall into
this category.

To overcome this problem Janson and Scarfone [6] suggest several techniques.
By using PIN codes the access to the SIM card is protected. Additional memory
cards will not have the sama protection since they can be taken out and put into
other devices. By turning off interfaces like Bluetooth, Infrared (IR), WLAN and
other wireless access protocols until they are needed, the attack surface on the
mobile device can be reduced. Install antivirus software can provide protection
against incoming malware, but the application will drain battery power very
fast. Use certificate based solutions to sign applications even if the newest worm
Sexy Space [2] shows that this too is exploitable.

Compared to malware and botnet evolution on the Internet, mobile platform
are 7-8 year [1] behind. Experience from malware on the Internet can be trans-
ferred to malware on mobile device. Norman [1] predicts that malware on mobile
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device will evolve faster since techniques are already explored. Security mech-
anism on mobile devices there for have to follow the same evolution as those
on desktop computers. Windows Update for Windows Mobile 6 exists already.
Adobe Updater, Java Update Manager exists for desktop applications so why
not implement these on mobile devices too?

4 Conclusion

Mobile devices are becoming more and more similar to desktop computers al-
though their computational and storage capacities remain smaller. Mobile de-
vices normally stay connected online all the time because of their default char-
acteristics and user behavior. As a consequence of the integration of mobile
networks into the Internet, security treats on one network will affect the other
network. This opens the potential for botnets spreading to mobile networks. In
the past the security of mobile networks has been relatively well controlled by
the networks operators. By turning mobile devices into general purpose compu-
tation and communication platforms, new security vulnerabilities will emerge.
The possibility of downloading Internet application to mobile devices also brings
the risk of malware infection. People need to become aware that mobile devices
are vulnerable to being infected by malware, and thereby can be turned into a
botclient as part of a botnet. In this paper we have shown that there are po-
tential profitable business models for exploiting mobile botnets. It is therefore
necessary to start thinking about methods for reducing the threat of botnets on
mobile networks.
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Abstract. We propose a novel approach to estimating the impact of an attack using a
data model and an impact model on top of an attack graph. The data model describes
how data flows between nodes in the network – how it is copied and processed by softwares
and hosts – while the impact model models how exploitation of vulnerabilities affects the
data flows with respect to the confidentiality, integrity and availability of the data. In
addition, by assigning a loss value to a compromised data set, we can estimate the cost
of a successful attack. We show that our algorithm not only subsumes the simple impact
estimation used in the literature but also improves it by explicitly modeling loss value
dependencies between network nodes. With our model, the operator will be able to use
less time when comparing different security patches to a network.

1 Introduction

In order to manage the dynamic nature of the security of a network, where new nodes are added
and new softwares are installed, operators regularly run scanning tools such as Nessus to discover
the network topology and existing vulnerabilities [1]. However these tools do not put vulnera-
bilities into the context of how these vulnerabilities can be exploited to obtain illegal access to
resources in the network. Thus, the process of setting attacks into context and determining the
impact of attacks is still largely a manual process.

Due to these deficiencies, a great number of approaches to automate the analysis of network
security have been proposed during the last decade [2]. Some of these automated approaches
define security metrics over the paths of an attack graph to measure the security of the network
[3,4,5,6,7,8] while others define a security metric in terms of security risk [9,10]. Most of these
papers use a simple model for assessing the impact to the network. They either do not use an
explicit model, for instance, only using probabilities, or sum the weights of the set of compromised
nodes. As an example, in [8], the security of two networks, one patched and one unpatched,
is compared by either computing the number of hosts removed from the attack graph or by
in addition using a weight of importance for each host assigned by an expert. This would be
equivalent to estimating the impact by counting the number of compromised hosts in the attack
graph or by computing the sum of their weights.

In our model, we estimate the impact to a network using a data model in combination with
an impact model. The data model models how data is copied between softwares in a network
and thereby taking into account the dependencies between different hosts and the dependencies
between different data flows. The impact model describes what impact individual vulnerabilities
have on the data sets with respect to confidentiality, integrity and availability as well as the impact
propagation from compromised data sets. By assigning loss values to data sets, we can estimate
the cost of a successful attack. Thus, in our work, an operator does not need to understand the
importance of each node in a network as is the case in the papers referred to above.
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For our model, we follow the terminology of the multi-prerequisite attack graph (MP attack
graph) presented in [8], but we introduce our own notation. However, we are not bound to any
specific attack graph as long as we can model the flow of data.

The Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) is an open framework for communicating
the impact of vulnerabilities to an IT-system [11]. We take advantage of the expert knowledge
gathered through CVSS by using the impact elements from CVSS version 2.

A simple network from [8] illustrates what sort of problem we want to address with our
modeling framework. In the example, there are seven hosts, A, B,C, FW (Firewall) , D, E, F .
The attacker has root access to host A. All other hosts, but the firewall, have a single vulnerability
instance, e.g. vB , that can be exploited remotely via one single open port. The firewall will accept
that hosts C and D communicate with host E and will deny all other communication. In Fig. 1, we
show the MP attack graph where the triangles indicate vulnerability nodes, circles indicate attack
states and rectangles indicate what nodes can be reached from an attack state. The problem we
are addressing is how to compare different networks with respect to their vulnerabilities using
our impact estimation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sect. 2 introduces our formalization of the
network model and the attack graph presented in [8]. Sect. 3 describes the model of the logic
of the impact to a network. Sect. 4 presents the impact estimation computation and shows
that it subsumes and extends the previous simple approaches. Sect. 5 presents related work in
comparison with the proposed framework.

2 Introducing the MP Attack Graph Model

Our approach begins with constructing a model of the network containing elements such as a
network topology, and traffic rules. Then, we define the MP attack graph. In the next sections,
we follow the terminology of the NetSPA tool presented in [8]. However, the notation we will
introduce is our own contribution.

Basic Network Model A network topology consists of a set of hosts N and a set of links E.
Each host h ∈ N has a set of interfaces i(h) ⊆ I where I is the set of all interfaces in the
network. The hosts are connected via a set of links such that each link l ∈ E connects a set
of interfaces i(l) ⊆ I. In addition, each interface i ∈ i(h) has a set of ports p(h, i).

A traffic rule allows a source and a destination software instance to communicate via two
interfaces of a host. Each host h ∈ N has a set of traffic rules r(h). For each r ∈ r(h), r
has two interfaces in i(h) and two location identifiers for source and destination. A location
identifier consists of a host, an interface and a port. By setting the second interface in a
traffic rule equal to the first, we can allow traffic to only flow from or to the host of the rule.

MPAttack Graph The MP attack graph consists of three types of nodes: prerequisites, attack
states and vulnerability instances.

A prerequisite is the means needed to gain access to a vulnerability instance. It is either
a credential; any piece of information such as a password or a private key used for access
control or a reachability group that points to a set of reachable hosts. We use Q to denote
the set of all prerequisites in a network. For each prerequisite q ∈ Q, v(q) denotes the set of
(reachable) vulnerability instances of q.

An attack state a consists of a host h ∈ N and an attack level o ∈ {root, user, dos, other}.
Notice that the attack state is only used as a model of possible attacks, and the attack level
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Fig. 1. The multi-prerequisites attack graph from [8].

is not used for modeling impact directly. We model the impact in the next section. We use
A to denote the set of all attack states. For each a ∈ A, an attacker will, by obtaining attack
state a, also obtain a set of prerequisites q(a) ⊆ Q available at a.

A vulnerability instance is any means that an attacker can use to gain access to a system,
such as a password, a software flaw, a trust relationship or a configuration error. We use V
to denote the set of all vulnerability instances. Each software instance s at a host h has a
set of vulnerability instances v(s) ⊆ V affecting s. By successfully exploiting a vulnerability
instance v ∈ V , an attacker will obtain a single attack state a(v) ∈ A.

In Table 1 and Table 2, we use our definitions to model the network model and the attack
graph shown in Fig. 1 respectively, for the simple network example from Sect. 1.

Table 1. Network model.

N = {A, B, C, D, FW, E, F}
E = {l1, l2}, i(FW ) = {iFW1, iFW2}
∀n ∈ N − {FW} : i(n) = {in}
i(l1) = {iA, iB , iC , iD, iFW1}
i(l2) = {iFW2, iE , iF }
r(FW ) = {〈iFW1, iFW2, [C, iC , 0], [E, iE , 0]〉,
〈iFW1, iFW2, [D, iD, 0], [E, iE , 0]〉}
r(C) = {〈iC , iC , [C, iC , 0], [E, iE , 0]〉}
r(D) = {〈iD, iD, [D, iD, 0], [E, iE , 0]〉}
r(E) = {〈iE , iE , [C, iC , 0], [E, iE , 0]〉,
〈iE , iE , [D, iD, 0], [E, iE , 0]〉}

Table 2. MP attack graph

A = {aA, aB , aC , aD, aE , aF }
Q = {qBCD, qE , qEF }
V = {vB , vC , vD, vE , vF }
v(qBCD) = {vB , vC , vD}
v(qE) = {vE}, v(qEF ) = {vE , vF }
q(aA) = q(aB) = {qBCD}
q(aC) = {qBCD, qE}
q(aD) = {qBCD, qE}
q(aE) = {qEF }, q(aF ) = {qEF }
a(vB) = aB , a(vC) = aC , a(vD) = aD

a(vE) = aE , a(vF ) = aF

3 Modeling the Impact to a Network using Data flows

After defining the basic network model and the attack graph, we define the data model and the
impact model. These are our own contributions, except for some borrowed notions from [11].

3.1 Defining the Data Model

We start by defining a data set instance to be a copy of any set of data that is being protected
with respect to the three security aspects – confidentiality, integrity and availability. We use D
to denote the set of all data set instances.
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In order to locate a data set instance in a network, we use a data set instance location that
consists of a data set instance d ∈ D and a location identifier with a host h ∈ N , an interface
i ∈ i(h) of host h and a port p ∈ p(h, i) of interface i.

We assume that all data set instances are somehow processed by software instances located
at hosts in the network. We denote the set of all software instances S. Thus, each host h ∈ N
has a set of software instances s(h) ⊆ S. In order to be the originator or creator of a data set
instance, each software instance s ∈ s(h) has a set of data set instances located at s denoted
store(s). Examples of stores are a database, an HTML file or the RAM and examples of software
instances are a SQL engine for accessing a database, a web server for accessing HTML pages and
a search engine processing queries that caches recent search results in RAM.

If the data is not already in the store, then it must be retrievable from somewhere else. Thus
for each software instance s ∈ s(h) and for each interface i ∈ i(h), inputs(s, i) denotes the set of
data set locations from where s retrieves data set instances via interface i. Similarly, outputs(s, i)
denotes the set of data set instance locations with data set instances produced by s that can be
retrieved from interface i. Therefore, for each data set location u ∈ outputs(s, i) at a host h, the
interface of u is i, the host of u is h, the port of u is in p(h, i).

We model dependencies between data set instances and thereby between data flows as follows.
We let depends(s, d) denote the set of data set instances used by s to produce data set d. Then,
either each data set instance d ∈ depends(s, d′) is already stored at s (that is, d ∈ store(s))
or it can be retrieved from somewhere else (that is, there is an interface i ∈ i(h) such that d
has a data set instance location in inputs(s, i)). For instance, a distributed search engine would
retrieve data from different databases and then present them uniformly by removing duplicates.

Then, we define a data flow for a data set instance d ∈ D from a producer software instance
s0 ∈ S to a retriever software instance sn ∈ S as a sequence of hosts (h0, h1, . . . , hn−1, hn) in
N where: (a) n > 0, (b) outputs(s0, i0) and inputs(sn, in) contain the same data set instance
location with host h0, interface i0, port p0 ∈ p(h0, i0) and data set instance d, (c) there exists
links with interfaces connecting all hosts in the sequence, and (d) there exists a traffic rule at each
host allowing traffic from source host h0 to destination host hn using as source and destination
the location identifiers of the producer and the retriever respectively.

Finally, a data flow f is active if the retriever actually can retrieve the data set instance.
Thus, if the data set instance is depending on other data set instances through the dependencies
relation then either the data sets are stored at the producer or there must exist an active data
flow f ′ for each retrieved data set instance with the producer of f as the receiver of f ′.

In Table 3, we show a data model for the simple network from Sect. 1 and Table 1.

3.2 Defining the Impact Model

As a means to define the local impact, we define that a data set instance d ∈ D is accessible to
a software instance s ∈ S if either d ∈ store(s) (d is stored), there exists an active data flow
for d with s as receiver (d is retrieved) or there exists an interface i such that d has a data
set instance location in outputs(s, i) while for each d′ ∈ depends(s, d), either d′ ∈ store(s, d) or
there exists an active data flow for d′ with s as receiver (d is produced). Similarly, we define
that a data set instance d ∈ D is accessible to a host h ∈ N if there exists a software instance
s′ ∈ s(h) such that d is accessible to s′ or there exists an active data flow for d with a sequence
of hosts containing h. Hence it is accessible if either the data set instance is stored/produced at
the software instance/host or that it can flow to the software instance/host.

Since we want to model the impact of a successful attack to the three security aspects, confi-
dentiality, integrity and availability (denoted c,i,a), we define that for each vulnerability instances
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v ∈ V and for each security aspect e ∈ {c, i, a}, impact(v, e) ∈ {None, Partial, Complete} de-
notes the local impact that vulnerability instance v has on security aspect e at a host h. We
borrow the values None, Partial, Complete for the three security aspects from CVSSv2 [11].

For our purpose, we interpret the impact values of CVSSv2 such that for each security aspect
e ∈ {c, i, a}, an attacker will locally violate the security aspect e of, in the case of impact value: (a)
None, no data set instances, (b) Partial, all data set instances accessible to the software instance
with an exploited vulnerability instance, and (c) Complete, all data set instances accessible to the
host of the software instance with the exploited vulnerability instance. Then, we define that for
each data instance d ∈ D, for each security aspect e ∈ {c, i, a}, for each subset of exploited vul-
nerability instances Vexploit ⊆ V and for each host h ∈ N , locallyV iolated(e, d, h, Vexp) denotes
that d was locally violated by an attacker at host h with respect to e given VExploit.

Then, by assigning a loss value, we can estimate a cost of exploiting a vulnerability instance
with a certain loss of security. For each data set instance d ∈ D, and for each security aspect
e ∈ {c, i, a}, cost(d, e) denotes the loss value of data set d with respect to e.

Now, we define predicates for whether a data set instance is violated at the network level:

Loss of confidentiality For each data set instance d ∈ D, for each host h ∈ N and for each
subset of vulnerability instances Vexp ⊆ V , lossOfConf(d, h, Vexp) holds true if locally-
V iolated( c, d, h, Vexp) holds true.

Loss of integrity For each data set instance d ∈ D, for each host h ∈ N and for each
set of vulnerability instances Vexp ⊆ V , lossOfInteg(d, h, Vexp) holds true if either (a)
locallyV iolated(i, d, h, Vexp) holds true, or (b) there exists s ∈ S such that d′ ∈ depends(s, d)
and there exists an active data flow f for d′ where the receiver is s and there exists a host
h′ in the sequence of hosts of f where h′ �= h and lossOfInteg(d′, h′, Vexp) holds true.

Loss of availability For each data set instance d ∈ D, for each host h ∈ N and for each set
of vulnerability instances Vexp ⊆ V , lossOfAvailability( d, h, Vexp) holds true if either
(a) locally- V iolated (a, d, h, Vexp) holds true, or (b) there exists s ∈ S such that d′ ∈
depends(s, d) and for each active data flow f for d′ where the receiver is s there exists a host
h′ in the sequence of hosts of f where h′ �= h and lossOfAvail(d′, h′, Vexp) holds true.

Generic loss of security For each security aspect e ∈ {c, i, a}, for each data set instance d ∈ D
and for each set of vulnerability instances Vexp ⊆ V , lossOfSecurity(e, d, Vexp) holds true
if there exits h ∈ N such that either e = c and lossOfConf(d, h, Vexp) or e = i and
lossOfInteg(d, h, Vexp) or e = a and lossOfAvail(d, h, Vexp) holds true.

Notice that we have assumed that the loss of integrity and loss of availability are recursive in
nature, while loss of confidentiality is not. This is because, apart from being violated locally at
a host, a data set instance d will also suffer a loss of integrity if there is a loss of integrity of
any data set instance d′ that d is depending on for its existence. If d′ was changed and d′ is
used to produce d then d has also been changed. The same is reasonable for the availability of
data. However, in case of integrity, it is enough that there exists a single data flow for d′ to the
producer of d such that d′ has been compromised, while in case of loss of availability, all data
flows for d′ to the producer of d must be compromised. If d can be accessed through a remaining
data flow then d′ can still be produced. In case of loss of confidentiality, we assume that a loss
does not propagate to other data set instances. Though this is not necessarily the case since if d
is an aggregation of, for instance, two data set instances d′ and d′′ then there is some dependency
between these three data set instances d, d′ and d′′. We leave this extension to future work.

In Table 3, we show an example of a data model for the simple example in Sect. 1. There is a
single vulnerability instance at host B − F and data set instance dF is most valuable. The data
model models that data sets dE is located at host E, dF is located at F and that dE′ is dependent
of dE for its existence and that dE′ flows from E to C using a set of software instances.
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Table 3. Data model.

S = {sB , sC , sD, sE , sF }
∀h ∈ N − {A, FW} : s(h) = {sh}
D = {dE , dE′ , dF }, store(sF ) = {dF }
store(sE) = {dE}, depends(sE , dE′) = {dE}
outputs(sE , iE) = {〈dE′ , E, iE , 0〉}
inputs(sC , iC) = {〈dE′ , E, iE , 0〉}

Table 4. Impact Model.

V = {vB , vC , vD, vE , vF }
∀h ∈ N − {A, FW}, v(sh) = {vh},

∀e ∈ {c, i, a}, impact(vh, e) = Complete
∀e ∈ {c, i, a} : cost(dE , e) = 1
∀e ∈ {c, i, a} : cost(dE′ , e) = 0.5
∀e ∈ {c, i, a} : cost(dF , e) = 2

Table 5. Summary of notation

N Set of hosts: a typical element is h ∈ N
D Set of data set instances: a typical element is d ∈ D
V Set of vulnerability instances: a typical el. is v ∈ V

c, i, a Confidentiality, integrity, availability: e ∈ {c, i, a}
cost(d, e) Loss value of d for e ∈ {c, i, a}

S Set of software instances: a typical element is s ∈ S
s(h) Set of software instances at host h

store(s) Set of data set instances stored at s

lossOfSecurity(e, d, V ) holds if d has been locally violated for e given V

4 Defining and Applying the Impact Estimation

In Table 5, we have summarized the definitions from the previous section needed to understand
this section. Recall from Sect. 1 that the impact estimation for [8] and many other papers could
be computed as the sum of the weights over the number of compromised hosts in the attack
graph A as in (1) where P (h) is zero if host h is not in A or one otherwise, and cost(h) is the
importance weight. The corresponding impact estimation for our model is the sum over the data
sets is shown in (2) where Pe(d) is zero if lossOfSecurity(e, d, V ) does not hold or one otherwise.

loss0(A) =
X

h∈N

cost(h) · P (h) (1) loss(A) =
X

cost(d, e)
d∈D,e∈{c,i,a}

· Pe(d) (2)

Now, we can show that (2) can express an equivalent impact estimation as (1): Let D =
{dh}h∈N and for each h ∈ N , s(h) = {sh}, store(sh) = {dh}, cost(dh, c) = cost(h), cost(dh, i) =
cost(dh, a) = 0, then, since for each h ∈ N , lossOfSecurity(c, dh, V ) holds true, according to its
definition, such that Pc(dh) = P (h):

loss(A) =
∑

d∈D

cost(dh, c)Pc(dh) =
∑

h∈N

cost(h)Pc(dh) =
∑

h∈N

cost(h)P (h) = loss0(A) Q.E.D.

(3)

Typically, we have an original attack graph A and we want to use (1) or (2) to compare
modifications to A to determine which vulnerability to patch first. Thus, if A = {A0, . . . ,Ak} is
a set of modified attack graphs then we want to choose the graph with lowest estimated impact:

Â = min
A∗∈A

(loss(A∗)) (4)
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Table 6 shows the impact estimation for the simple example from [8] that was described in
Sect. 1, Fig. 1 and Table 1-4. We show the values for three different data models and four different
patch choices. In [8], patches of set of vulnerabilities are compared. For this simple example, we
only patch a single vulnerability instance. The first column shows the impact estimation of the
models in Table 3 and 4. The second column shows the values when we remove the data flow,
in which case, dE′ cannot be reached anymore when vE is patched. The third column have the
values when each host B−F has weight 1. Notice that patching vE is the best choice in all cases.

In the case that a data model lacks data flows, (1) can be used to model the same impact
estimations as (2). However, we can show that in order to use (1) for comparing graphs where at
least one compromised host affects a data flow, we will most likely have to change the weights
of the hosts for that case. The weight assignment can also be rather counterintuitive.

Assume that we have a simple network: N = {E, F, G} with the three attack graphs A,
A0, A1 shown left in Table 7 where the attacker starts in E with root access. There is also an
active data flow with the sequence of hosts (G, F ) for d. Let the impact value be Complete for
all vulnerabilities and cost(d, c) = 1, cost(d, i) = cost(d, a) = 0. Then in case of (2), loss(A) =
loss(A0) = 1, loss(A1) = 0. For (1), reasonable weights for A would be cost(F ) = 0, cost(G) = 1,
making loss0(A) = 1, but loss0(A0) = loss0(A1) = 0. Thus, we have to change the weights.
Counterintuitively, we get the desired result for cost(F ) = 1, cost(G) = 0! The cost(G) is 0
because compromising F is enough – there is no gain by compromising G as well. Consider what
happens when we have a third vulnerability vG′ accessible from E to G. Then, we have the
three new attack graphs A′, A0′

(= A), A1′
and A2′

in Table 7. Now loss(A′) = loss(A0′
) =

loss(A1′
) = loss(A2′

) = 1 and loss0(A′) = loss0(A0′
) = loss0(A1′

) = 1 but loss0(A2′
) = 0.

To get the desired result, we revert to cost(G) = 1, cost(F ) = 0. Thus, in contrast to (2), the
importance of a host depends on the attack graph.

Table 6. The impact estimation for
three different data models.

Patch Unmod No Flow Uniform
none 10.5 10.5 5
vB 10.5 10.5 4
vC 10.5 10.5 4
vD 10.5 10.5 4
vE 1.5 0 3
vF 4.5 4.5 4
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Table 7. Simplified attack graphs for original and modified
cases, where one vulnerability is removed.

5 Related work

A set of papers [3,4,5,6,7] define metrics to measure the impact to network based primarily on
different ways of weighing paths in an attack graph. Other approaches – like our work – use the
cost or loss of an intrusion as the basis for the impact metric [9,10].

An early work is presented in [3,4]. Instead of estimating the impact of an attacker, the
authors estimate cost of the attacker in terms of the time from an attack starts until it succeeds
and the effort required by the attacker to succeed. Thus, their work complements our work.

A work inspired by reliability analysis is presented in [5,6]. The authors use a model checker
to construct an attack graph from a detailed system model. They can compute the probability of
ending up in an unsafe system state. They do not consider any cost of reaching an unsafe state.
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In [7] the authors use the PageRank algorithm of Google to measure the security of a network
from an attack graph. Their hypothesis is that an attacker behaves quite similarly to a person
browsing the web. In contrast to our work, they do not consider the value of protected assets or
dependencies between attack states.

In [9], the authors present a framework called RheoStat that uses a cost-benefit analysis to
select responses to attacks. A cost is assigned to each asset, but no dependencies between assets
are considered and only one host is considered.

The work in [10] uses a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to estimate the probability for a
network given observed intrusion alerts from an IDS to be in malicious states. In contrast to our
work, the authors only assign costs of each host being in a state. The impact is estimated either
computed as the total expected cost for all hosts or the average expected cost per host.

6 Summary and Concluding Remarks

We have presented a framework for assessing the impact to a network using data flows and an
impact model. By modeling the flow of data, we take into account dependencies between different
software applications and different hosts as well as dependencies between different data flows.
Thus, the operator does not have to consider the importance of different hosts. However, more
work is needed to really understand which services exists and how they retrieve and use the data.

An interesting extension, which we have been working on, is to use historical attack data to
estimate the probability of a successful exploitation. Thus, turning the Pe function of Sect. 4 into
a continuous function in [0,1]. We will leave this work to a future publication.
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